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2A B S T R A C T
Early in 1960 the World Health Organization, a
specialized agency of the United Nations, invited twenty
reknowned architects from all over the world to partici-
pate in a restricted competition for the design of a new
WHO Headquarters building to be erected in Goneva,
Switzerland,
The program of the competition presented the
customary requirement for a modern European administra-
tion building of a representative rather than commercial
character: namely, the partition into small office cells,
all of which must receive direct daylight. The height of
the construction was limited to approximately ten stories
(131.23 feet) above the ground level.
On April 15-18th the entries were judged. Three
of the designs submitted were spot-lighted and honored
with prizes (See Appendix V). All of these three
prize-winning design proposals attemped to meet the require-
ments only in the customary way, using the long, flat-box
building form, 100 to 140 meters long ( 328.08 to 459.32
feet), ten stories high, and composed of individual cells,
organized in a double-loaded corridor system,
We know that this type of designing is not based on
consideration of three dimensional relationships, but upon
3the system of mere mathematical sequence. The site is not
a part of the composition nor blended in with the total
design. The site is treated like a step-child; it becomes
something left over once the ground plan of the building
has been nut out.
Theoretically, this giant-type of administration
design was developed to conserve valuable ground in badly
congested areas of cities. But now these monsters are
also appearing out in the green countryside. Apparently
many people see nothing detrimental in bringing such build-
ings into the country, although they were originally develop-
ed to suit completely different circumstances. Now they are
marring the free space outside the cities, standing there
with no relation to their surroundings, shutting off the
natural beauty of the landscape, in this case, the Swiss
Alps, the beautiful mountain pastures, and Lake Geneva.
Is it either necessary or proper to design the new
Headquarters of the WHO to be such a conventional box?
Are there not social implications in technology that make
questionable the universal use of such purely technical
products as these office buildings? Are we not dealing
here with a conformist pattern which fails to consider
problems of city planning or of human nature?
It is the purpose of my Thesis to examine the
content and value of this currently popular pattern of
4architertural thinking as shown in the WHO competition to
indicate the possibilities of interpreting the administration
building for the World Health OrSanization from a different
point of view, and to support this interpretation by a
counter proposal.
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T H E C I T Y 0 F G E N E V A
Because of it's neutrality, Switzerland has become
the permanent guardian of approximately ninety international
organizations. The most important of these are located in
the city of Geneva,
Geneva, a city of 150,000 inhabitants, is magnificantly
situated on the southwest tip of the Lake of Geneva, It is
reknowned as a center of cultural and intellectual life in
addition to its importance in spheres of politics and econo-
mics and is the home of the International Labor Office, the
Headquarters of the Red Cross, the European Headquarters of
the United Nations, and the ancient University of Geneva.
The Rhone River divides the city into two parts,
On the steep slope of the left bank lies the old city, domin-
ated by the Cathedral, On the right bank which rises gently
to the Alps is one of the expanding residential areas. Over-
looking the lake is the monumental white building, erected in
1929 as the Palace of the League of Nations, now the European
Headquarters of the United Nations, Behind the Palace and
unrelated to it, is an old hotel of five stories, housing the
Headquarters of the International Red Cross.
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9T HE S I T E
The site of the proposed WHO building, on a slope
above the city is one of outstanding beauty, commanding a
panoramic view of city, lake, and the soaring Alps beyond.
It is approximately 350 meters (1,148.28 feet) from the
Headquarters of the International Committee of the Red Cross
and the present location of WHO in the Palais des Nations
is about 750 meters (2,460.54 feet) to the south-east.
Approaches to the site will consist of a system of
one-way streets. Most of the traffic will pass along a road
leading from l'Avenue de la Paix a little below the International
Red Cross and another running into the Route de Pregny (a
continuation of l'Avenue de la Paix). It is also planned to
connect the site to a road to be built to the north within
the next few years.
Weather conditions are comparable to those on the
New England coast with some snow in winter and somewhat less
heat and humid.ity in summer.
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T H E E S S E N C E 0 F T H E P R 0 G R A M
The program (See Appendix III) is based on the need
of an office area which takes up more than 50% of the total
space, 20,505 m2 (220,633.80 sq. ft.). Small office cells are
required, since most of the staff members work alone or in
groups from two to eight people. This division into small
private offices is justified because these members of the
WHO staff are highly qualified scientific, technical, and
administrative co-workders. Furthermore, as models of physical
and psychological health standards, their offices must be
illuminated by daylight. The rooms of the executive and
advisory organs, the board and committee rooms, should be
located in a block separate from the offices, becaese of
their representative functions. The restaurant, 450 m2
(4,842.00 sq. ft.) is relatively small considering the 600
employees. However, with two and one half hour lunch time, it
is customary for many employees to return home for their
mid-day meal or go to eat in the city. The remainder of the
program is formed by the needs of the technical, information,
general, and documenting services. Parking space for 600
cars must be provided for the WHO's own needs and for the
public and visitors.
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T H E D E S I G N I D E A
Technology has come to dominate our way of life. It
has changed everything, including our conception of truth
and beauty in architecture. This fact has created a sit-
uation which, from the social point of view calls for de-
funtionalizing this technical logic and rendering it more
human. The Western tradition urges us not to forget the
values of Humanism in this era when technology so strongly
influences our imagination. For our very existence in the
most humane sense is at stake.
Architects should. work for the idea that architec-
ture should concern itself with man's whole environment and
by environment we now understand man's total surroundings
with their past, present, and future in all the richness
of their social, legal, technical, economic, artistic, and
philo sophical nature.
There are today good school buildings, good shopping
centers, and good resorts which have been developed on this
basis. But there are almost no administration buildings which
are related to their total environment in this way.
T h e G r e e n L a n d a e a p e
An aerial photograph of today compared to one of
fifty or even of fifteen years ago shows a completely different
picture of settlements, parks, squares, and their interrelation-
12
ship. Where once open areas stretched out between farms,
villages, and cities, today there is a continuous chain of
settlements. The whole way from the foot of the Alps to
Geneva, Basel, and Karlsruhe to Northern Germany is today
interspersed by green areas which are no more than four or
five miles long. The open country which once existed around
the cities was populated especially quickly, for the move-
ment was directed outward from the over-populated cities
toward the unsettled areas between. This movement is still
in process today, caused by a general density of population
in the great cities of approximately 3,000 inhabitants per
km2 (10.76 sq. ft.). In 1959 the total density of population
in the German Federal Republic was 214 inhabitants per km2
(1)
(10.76 sq. ft.); Switzerland, 126, and the U.S.A. 22.
Meanwhile the many values of the green landscape
in the growing giant city formed by the continuous chain
of settlements is becoming recognized. The term "garden city"
has been coined, providing flower gardens for old people and
mothers, light and airy schools with open air classes, sunny
factory cafeterias, landscaped swimming pools surrounded by
parks, and underground streets and garages for the ever increasing
(1) Statistisches Jahrbuch fur die Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, Wiesbaden, 1959, pp. 29,16*",7*.
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number of cars. However real estate "development" is still
the guiding principle for the growing suburbs, To "develop"
a community still seems to mean that the money which is
invested for housing projects, whether by the state, or
by private entrepreneurs should earn the highest possible
return. For example, the new settlements based on social
housing projects in Europe are conceived with a density of
250 to 360 persons per thektar' (two and one half acres) and
this density of ponulation is supported by the authorities
in order not to use up the available open areas too quickly.
Naturally there are also schools, churches, recrea-
tion, and activity centers planned for these suburban
communities. But in most cases the churches are built
with money contributed by the congregation who pays taxes
as are the schools together with some direct assistance
from the Federal Government and the IAnder (a political
division comparable to a state in the United States). A
small playground may be set up. But the construction of the
rest of the community center and the building and maintaining
of parks is, however, rarely carried out because these projects
would not bring back enough income to those financing them.
Therefore it would seem to be a great civic benefac-
tion if one could succeed in creating and maintaining a new
park in an expanding suburb and so establish a natural
center for the new community.
Practically all of the existing parks in Europe date
14
back to the time of the last emperors, kings, or dukes
who planted them around their chateaux. There are none of
these gardens in the new, growing suburbs.
Now the site for the construction of the WHO
Headquarters in a constantly expanding suburb of Geneva
would be the ideal place to create a modern suburban park
which would at the same time reflect, in this place of
recreation, the goals of the WHO, namely the general health.
The execution of this park would' be relatively inexpensive
for Geneva at this time because the city has already donated
the grounds to the WHO. And the WHO will carry the cost for
the execution of their new Headquarters.
So I come back to my original question: Does the
WHO Headquarters, soon to be built in this environment, have
to be conceived as an administration building according to
the existing stereotype? Or on what basis might we interpret
anew the arrangement of office cells? Can a deeper social
meaning be given to this new interpretation? Finally, can
a valid contribution be made through this particular example
to the general development of administration building design
and theory?
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Build ing- Type a o f
0 f i e S t r u c t u r e z
I. The "American Type" (See Chart 1)
This type is based on the idea of combining indi-
vidual office cells in large office pools and illuminating
them with artificial light. A very great economy is achieved
in regarding the relation of usable office space to floor
space. One tries to achieve the proportion of 18 or 1:9.
American architects were impelled to this solution in part
by high prices of real estate, and the density of the
commercial areas9
II. The "European Type" (See Chart 2)
This type is based on the linear addition of
single rooms which are normally lighted directly by
daylight perhaps because of a different pyschological in-
terpretation of working conditions, or perhaps because of
habitual thrift in regard to electricity, the large arti-
ficially illuminated office pool has not yet been able to
find acceptance in Europe.
The desired flexibility is a linear one. Several
units on the corridor can be combined into a larger one,
but the room depth will not exceed seven to nine meters
(22.9 to 29.5 feet) as this measurement is the limit for illu-
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mination by natural daylight. This principle is also maintained
in the high-raised office building. The core moves from the
outside walls of the traditional double-loaded corridor build-
ing to the middle since it takes up too much valuable natural-
ly illuminated space. For these reasons we find in Europe
a floor plan for high-raised office buildings which has be-
come a proto-type (See Chart 2: Schwippert, Phoenix, Rheinrohr).
It is a development beyond the double-loaded corridor system.
For this type of an office building it is not possible to
achieve a better proportion of useful office space to total
floor space than 65% (in exceptional cases for low buildings,
76%) (see Chart 2; project Eiermann).
However, this type has been developed solely on the
interchanging of formal, structural, and functional considera-
tions (See Chart 2: Pirelli or UNESCO building) without close
regard for social demands. As for working conditions, the
corridor system with its dead ends has great disadvantages,
especially when the two rows of offices are completely separ-
ated by a center core. There is no centrally located space
with a social function in these buildings which are organized
in a linear arrangement, In the same way that a continuous
sequence is of a purely mathematical-technical nature, so is
the character of its center purely technical and is only justi-
fiable from the point of view of the economical operation of
the elevators.
The administration building is divided by these ele-
vators into linear, isolated. stories, stacked one above the
other. The connection from one story to the other is pre-
dominantly a mechanical one and is carried out by elevators,
dumb-waiters, intercommunication systems, telephones, call
and bell systems. Even though the working climate in such
a building does not necessarily have to be dreary and imper-
sonal, such a result is usually the case4
Il. A New Type of Administration Building
A more ideal type of administration building should,
first of all supplement the atmosphere of the simple, row
arrangement by having a center with facilities for social
contact. This center space could have various dimensions.
It might be a lobby, a court, or a plaza. The idea of a large
plaza must be eliminated because of the length and complication
of the connection of one office to another. A court should
be considered only when all offices or a circulation strip
face it, In a system of small office cells with no dead-end
corridors only a single-loaded system can surrond the court.
The impossibility of making the office zone deeper than seven
to nine meters creates cheerless hallways here too. (22.9 to
29.5 feet) If the court is contracted to a lobby, this provides
the best proportions between the central space and the offices.
The best use of the building area for offices occurs
with a lobby eight meters wide (26.24 feet). If a ten story
18
building is considered, the office area thus developed ful-
fills only one third of the office space requirement as
atated in the program for the WHO. Therefore three towers
are proposed, which are connected at their bases with
each other. (See Chart 4,5 and plans) Such a subdivision
into three towers is, in my opinion, possible despite the
great flexibility needed for the administrative work. Even.
if communication by elevator is faster in the one-building
type previously discussed, this cannot obscure the fact that
this type is also divided into units. In my proposal the
dull elevator connection could very well be replaced by a
more beautiful and more human environment for those who
circulate throughout the building, since the program describes
the working organization as a number of small independent
teams which do not need a direct connection to each other.
In the following charts 3,4,5, and 6 several
plans have been examined on the grounds of effectiveness and
design of a central space. All suggestions are based upon
the requirements of the program.
Type 1. With a heIght of only ten stories, this customary
proto-type would be twice the length shown in the scale draw-
ing, approximately 108 meters long (254.32 feet). This is
the type which won all of the prizes in the competition.
Type 2. The sequence of cells is carried out according to the
maximum length for corridors as specified by the fire department,
19
The double-loaded systems are pushed together in order to
achieve the greatest possible effectiveness. There is no
genuine center and the corridors are interminably long.
Type 3. This is the same system as the above mentioned, based
on the idea of towers, It provides shorter corridors, but
still has no center.
Type 4. The creation of units is not obtained in following
the maximum length permitted by the fire department, but
a very short ground plan was chosen which pemits the use
of one whole story for the lounge, toilets, waiting rooms,
and a few offices. The working unit is composed of three
stories. It is only necessary to go up or down one floor
to reach the rest rooms.
Type 5. and Type 6. This working unit is based on the
"walking connection," for the elevator does not stop at
the balcony floor. Through the lounge one reaches the
secondary staircase which leads to the balcony. The offices
on the lounge and bal cony floor are separated from the hall
only by low dividers. In this way the lounge is naturally
illuminated and the "home-like" atmosphere is emphasized at
the same time, because everybody shares in the main space.
A special floor contains offices which require complete
separation. This floor also contains the rest rooms, which
are not more than a floor away from any office in the building.
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The following chart (NO 6) with comparative data of
the floor plans shows that an arrangement of three towers
(altogether 33,24, or Dl stories high) can definitely come
pate with the conventional office building type in regard
to the relation of office space to floor space. It has also
been proven that a type with better working environment can
compare favorably in efficiency with the twde-dimensional
stereotype.
But this is not all, An arrangement with individual
towers offers, moreover, the following advantagess
(1) Expansion of the office volume becomes possible
because it is simpler to add a new tower to the
whole project than to enlarge a building or to
erect a second "giant."
(2) Since the towers take up less ground floor area
than the conventional one-building type to house
a given office volume in a building of the same
height, the beauty of the location between the
Alps and the lake is not shut off, the view re-
mains open between the towers, and space is
saved for a park.
comperative data
n
2 per floor M2 office space/floor total m2 offices/building floor no ext. wa1 per bldg
mn
floor space to
office % space
toilet space to
bldg floorspace
stair no elevator no
684 m2
1300 m2
1232 m2
5o4 m2
without comb.space
564 m2
with combin. space
816 m2
per unit
1548 m2
per unit
1422 M2
per unit
5472 m2
building 57 m long
lo4oo m2
building lo8 m long
11o88 m2
10584 m2
10716 m2
6
8
9
21
19
33
21
24
10710 m 2
per 13 units
10836 m2
per 7 units
11376 m2
per 8 units
1050 x 3,5
1662 x 3,5
2647 x 3,5
2793 x 3,5
3588 x 3,5
2268 x 3,5
2796 x 3,5
loo : 6o
loo : 81
loo : 81
loo : 54
loo : 72
loo : 74
6588 : 66o m2
toilet on each
floor
135oo :1236 m2
toilet on each
floor
14894 : 756 m2
W and M altern.
per floor
1989o : 975 m2
toilet on every
3rd floor
16464 : 49o m2
toilet on every
3rd floor
15728 : 64o m2
TYPE
+
1
2
3
4
5
6
lo96,7 m2
15oo m2
614 m2
153o m2
per unit
2352 M2
per unit
1966 m2
per unit
2 6
2
1( & 1 not
required)
1( & 1 not
required)
1
( & 1 not
required)
1
( & 1 not
required)
4
2
2
2
2
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T h e P r o p o s e d D e si g n
The proposed design creates a connection between
the administration offices and a public garden.
Three low towers are chosen for the administration
section. They are grouped around a central space. Each
of these towers, from the point of view of design, consists
of "family" units.
Each office has a balcony and the windows can be
opened completely like sliding doors, so that in the summer
time, people can work in the open air looking out upon the
beautiful landscape.
The offices are based on the modular of 1.875 m
(1)
(Neufert; Joedicke) and thus correspond to the stand-
ard measure of Swiss office desks.
The construction can be supplied in the customary
fashion with a central warm water heating and ventilation
system. This would mean that there is one unit in the top
story of each tower, one unit under the library for the
board room and other service sections. I propose to furnish
each room with one or more small, independent air conditioners
until air conditioners can be replaced one day by nuclear
heating and cooling devices. Then each office has the
(1) Neufert, Bauentwurfslehre, 1955; Joedicke, Btrobauten,
1959.
22
advantage of air conditioning, but windows can be opened if
preferred. In addition, since the structural and mechanical
systems will be completely separated, a mixture of these
two basically different systems is avoided.
The garden will be preserved for the public to the
highest possible degree. The various services and the board
room are located in a flat building whose roof is planted
with grass, shrubbery, and flowers. As walks and paths for
visitors these areas blend in with the terraced form of the
sloping ground.
A Total Concrete Construction
T h e F 1 a t B u i l d i n g C o m p l e x:
It is based on a bay of eight meters (26.24 feet)
due to the heavy earth load. The floor construction could
be a waffle slab (minimum weight) or a flat plate (minimum
cost).
P a r k i n g S t r u c t u r e:
The underground parking structure is differentiated
from the building structure. It is based on a sixteen meter
59.05 feet) bay (waffle slab).
T hle T o w e r s:
All of the floors are hung on cables in order to free
the garden level from perimeter supports. The idea of a tower
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is effected by a massive continuous core, which carries the
suspending structure. This core gives rigidity to the tower,
In order to reduce the weight of the structure, it is itself
conceived as a vertical-horizontal twoe-way truss combination.
These trusses are composed of prestressed concrete elements,
which further help to reduce the weight. The cables them-
selves are fireproofed with non-inflamable, transparent,
inorganic raterial (mica), By this fireproofing (which has
the same effect as concrete) the construction Is protected
from excessive expansion and contraction due to the weather
and at the same time the slimness of the cables is still
retained, even after completion of the fireproofing
The whole design of the World Health Organization
has a spacial relationship to Geneva, because
Geneva, like the WHO, refloets an internatiotal
spirit. In my plan, this spacial relationship
is made manifest by the view from the new World
HealthOrganization's park downward towards the
city and the Palais des Nations, the European
Headquarters of the United Nations.
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A P P E N D I X I
O r i gin a n d o t i v a t i o n o f t h e
W o r 1 d H e a 1 t h 0 r g a n z a tio n
The very first steps toward international action in
the prevention of the transmission of disease were the out-.
growth of what might be termed a regional manifestation --
efforts of states in the Mediterranean region to protect
themselves against the importation of pestilential diseases
from southern Asia.
The first international, unified actions in the
sphere of public health began about the middle of the 19th
century, when severe outbreaks of pestilent diseases reoccur-
red throughout Europe. International health organizations
were not founded until the 20th century. At the time of the
United Nations Conference on International Organizations at
San Fransitco in 1945, four international inter-governmental
health organizations were already functioning, These were:
The Health Organization of the League of Nations, The Office
International d'Hygiene Publique, The United Nation Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration, and The Pan American Sanitary
Bureau. The World Health Organization established in 1948
is the inheritor of all these efforts. (See Appendix II for
the Chronological Developent of International Health Programs.)
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T he N a t u r e o f W HO
WHO is the health agency of the United Nations, and
as such is a part of the United Nations Organization. It
is one of ton organizations active in the economic and social
sphere which are known as specialized agencies. A specialized
agency is one which conducts a program of importance to the
U.N,, in a special field of competence, under the general
review of the General Assembly and the Economic and Social
Council, but with an important scope of autonomy in matters
of membership, program, personnel, and finances.
The WHO, like the U.N., is a non-political organization,
Governments who disagree politically can unite on the questions
of health and work together effectively.
At the end of 1956 WHO comprised 88 states, of which
84 were full members and the remaining four were associate
members. Of all the intergovernmental agencies, WHO is the
largest in terms of membership and financial resources. The
WHO regular budget for 1956 was slightly less than that of
UNESCO and from 1957 exceeded that of UNESCO and all other
(1)
specialized agencies of the United Nations.
The WHO maintains effective collaboration with special-
ized agencies, governmental health organizations, and professional
(1) U.N. General Assembly, 11th Session, DocA3 p. 1.
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groups, and promotes co-operation among scientific and professional
groups which contribute to the advancement of health.
WHO also extends its function of collaboration to
non-governmental agencies. Their representatives do not have
the right to vote but may address the WHO meetings upon a
particular problem of interest. Especially active among these
non-governmental organizations have been the Red Cross and the
League of Red Cross Societies., At the end of 1957, fourty
non-governmental organizations were actively in relationship
(1)
with WHO.
(1) The First Ten Years of the World Health Organization,
Geneva, 1958, Oh. 10.
w
-. r ~ - -- w p.
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Se n e r al Str u t u r e
The WHO Constitution states that the work of the
organization will be carried out by three organs: The World
Health Assembly, The Executive Board, and The Secretariat.
The World Health Assembly:
The World Health Assembly is the supreme legislative
and policy making organ responsible for deciding the policies,
the program, and the level of the expenditure of the Organiza-
tion, and to appoint the Director General, the chief technical
and administrative officer of the Organization,
It is the only organ composed of representatives of
all the member states, This organ meets annually. The decision
of the meeting place is determined by the Assembly itself,
The Executive Board:
The Executive Board consists of eighteen members
designated by the member states, and confirmed by the Assembly.
This body submits proposals to the Assembly on its own initla~
tive, prepares general programs of work for approval by the
Assembly, and authorizes the Director General to take any
action required in a health emergency.
The Director General, elected every five years, is
subject to its authority. The Board meets twice a year. All
meetings but one have taken place at Geneva.
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The Secretariat:
The Secretariat carries out the Organization's work.
The work was found to divide naturally into two main groups:
advisory services direct to governments; technical service
activities of world-wide range. The Departments have been
named accordingly: The Department of Advisory Services, and
The Department of Technical Services.
The tasks of the Secretariat are varied and continually
increasing. The structure of the Secretariat cannot be consid-
ered as fixed in regard to either the number of divisions or
sub-divisions, or to the number of persons working in either
of them. The structure is essentially a flexible one and must
be periodically adaptd to meet the tasks entrusted to the
Organization, which may themselves vary,
The Secretariat was instituted by the Interim Commis-
sion to take to task epidemiological intelligence, fttld
service, the "priority" diseases, and publications. The main
operating responsibility rests with six regional offices, each
including many subdivisions:
1. Africa - Brazzaville
2. The Americas - Washington
3. Europe - Copenhagen
4. Eastern Mediterranean - Alexandria
(1) See Appendix II, year 1946 and 1947.
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5. South East Asia - New Delhi
6. Western Pacifc - tanila
At Geneva, apart from certain fairly large and inter-
dependent staff groups (e.g. the translation and editorial
sErvices, which total some seventy five members) the technical
units at Headquarters tend, therefore, to be small (four to
five persons), highly specialized and relatively independent
of each other in their mode of operation. Theirs is princi-
pally desk work, since they are concerned mainly with planning
and administrating world-wide programs in their respective
fields, and not with the actual execution of the programs, nor
with the laboratory, research, or clinical activities.
To support the technical units, Headquarters has
a number of specialized services dealing either with the
interests of the Organization as a whole (e4g. its external
relations, public information, legal questions) or with the
administration of staff matters, internal services, communica-
tions, supplies, the planning and control of expenditure, etc.
The activities of these units, which may range in size from
eight to thirty persons, are closely interrelated, while all
are essential to the smooth functioning of the Organization's
technical work. The basic conception of the WHO's structure
in to maintain organizational flexibility and a proper balance
between the central Headquarters and the regional offices,
STRUCTURE OF THE HEADQUARTERS SECRETARIAT
o Dr. P. M. KAUL
o Mr. A. P. SIEGEL
o Dr. N. 1. GRASHCHENKOV
UNITS PROVISIONALLY ATTAcIIeo TO THE OFFICE OF THE OIMECTOR-GENERAL
5 1EIMT EVALWME OToPUs April 1940
TYPICAL STRUCTURE OF A REGIONAL OFFICE
WMO 8122
* In some regions this office is headed by the Deputy Regional Director.
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W H 0 A C T I V I T I E S
The WHiOs mandate from its member countries is to
reduce sickness and raise health levels by encouraging and
supporting preventative action as well as curative, pro-
tecting populations against communicable diseases and the
ills due to unsanitary conditions, unsafe water, the wrong
food, or lack of health care. It is concerned also with
problems of highly-developed countries such as cancer,
cardiovascular diseases, the effects of growing stress
and strain on mental health, and the health danger of
atomic radiation,
The ultimate purpose of the work done at WHO' a
Headquarters, much of it highly technical and almost all
involving continuous relations with its member governments,
is to make available to the peoples of the world certain
essential services aimed directly or indirectly at improv-
ing overall levels of health. By helping to break the
vicious circle "disease breedtpoverty, poverty breeds
disease," WHO assists countries in laying the foundation of
their own prosperity and thus furthers the maintenance of
world peace.
In developing its programs, WHO needs the best advice
available as to methods and possibilities. It must also be
able to provtde its member governments with up-to-date informa-
tion and counsel on a wide variety of health programs.
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The Organization has therefore set up thirty six
advisory panels, composed of the world's leading experts in
fields ranging from public health administration to health
laboratory methods and from insecticides to health education.
From these panels are selected persons to take part in each
meeting of an expert committee called to discuss and report
on a specific aspect of the subject. Expert Committees
or study groups may meet anywhere in the world, but the
majority of meetings are held in the Geneva Headquarters.
WHO has contacted medical services, institutions,
universities, research laboratories, and individual workers
in the various countries, and has established what may be
called a laboratory network for reference and exchange of
information.
For the training of the health personnel needed all
around the world, WHO has not created its own institutions.
Countries everywhere have offered services and institutions
for instruction of the WHO fellowship students. It has been
proved more satisfactory to use the existing local resources
rather than to establish special internatitnal institutions.
International medical documentation, necessitating
editorial and translation staff, library services, and inter-
national publications have been a most effective way of dis-
tributing and exchanging medical information throughout the
world,
General public health must be met first on an admini-
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strative level before its problems can be solved through
direct action. The WHO itself is conceived as an administra-
tive organ and carries out its programs accordingly, Many
of the basic problems presented to the WHO are administra-
tive in nature, as many countries lack comprehensive and
efficient health services, In The First Ten Years of the
WorldjHealth Oraanization is stated: "The application of
medical knowledge to the health needs of a community is
essentially a matter of administration," There are many
communities in which the health problems cannot be attacked
directly until there is a local and central administration
that provides the machinery to utilize the progress of
medical science. This deficiency in administration has de-
termined both the structural organization of the WHO as well
as the nature of much of its assistance to needy countries.
To assist a government, the WHO is recruiting an
expert or a team. The WHO representatives work very closely
with the local services so that when this staff is withdrawn,
the local personnel, trained by the experts, can carry on the
work.
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F u t u r e P 1 a n a f o r t h e W H O
One general and sure prediction for the WHO is an
increased amount of work, Statistics show that the budget
and the number of staff has increased almost three times
(1)
during the ten years of the WHO's work. The steady
expansion of the staff, which led to the World Health
Assembly's decision to construct a new Headquarters, points
toward an ever increasing program of work.
The trends predicted in 1958 are brought into
sharper focus in the Director General's aims, as stated
(2)
in the 1959 report, Upon the completion of a decade of
work, the WHO stated the general aims: to increase programs
of action to meet emergency situations; to stress the import-
ance of educational work which would bring long range benefits;
and to furnish measures of control of communicable diseases
rather than to stress the in7estigation of their fundamental
causes. In the Director General's 1959 report the funda-
mental interconnection between the physical and mental health
of man and his physical and pyschological environment is empha-
sized in the comprehensive programs to be put into effect, and
(1) The First Ten Years of tie World Health Organization, p.171.
(2) Official -Records of the WO, No 98 e Work f the
WHO_1959, Geneva 1960, p, v-x,
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is encouraged by the apparent determination of world
leaders to "help raise the living standards of nations
(1)
still in early stages of technological development."
Some of the particular targets at which to be aimed
in the fields of research, education, and environmental
sanitation are: research on communIcable diseases particularly
in tropical countries, research concerned with the possible
risk of exnosure to radiation, and the possible effects
of radiation upon future generations; in education, the
World Health Organization, through grants to medical schools
and national and regional training centers, will provide
possibilities for education and training of health personnel;
to improve environmental conditions, the World Health Assembly
has approved a progran of community water supply, a research
staff is making special studies in methods of insect control,
and nutritional problems are and will remain a basic subject
of investigation.
The physical plant of the WHO, the Headquarters in
Geneva, Is planning to expand in the next ten to twenty years
about 60% to 70,. At present about 600 persons work at the
Headquarters, including all grades of staff.
(1) Official Records heWHO2 No 98. eo f e
W I959, -eneva 1960, p. v-x.
C H RONOLO G IC AL DEVELOPME NT OF IN TZRNAT IONAL HE ALT H
PR OGRAMS
YR. LOCATION CAUSE
1300 Genos contagious disemses "bullitones sanitati;" for hips ccming
from Corsica to Sardina
1348 City State of piale appointment of 3 officials as "supervisors
Venice of health"
1403 City State of quarentine station for all arriving
Venice paswengrs
1467 Gens quarentine stations
1557 Maritime city-state- " bill of health for genexal sea trqaffic
of southern Europe are initiated
1665 " bills of health come into gareral use
(All these defense measwes failed to safeguard cities and states fron disease originating elsewhere.)
l9th century health prob1ems acute,, disease
promoted by spread of railroads,
development of stAm navigation,
opening of Buez Ganm.
Europe - eboler", 1828 -1831
nad& and U.S.A - cholera, 1832
variou, severe epidemics, 1847 - 1897
II
U
H
H
H
1800' 0 - frttier cholera in EWrope and "codneanitaire" - very
arena in yellow fever r-igorus code
Europe
(conflicts arise betwon sanitarians
and commercial interests)
1851 Paris cholera in Euwope and first international Sanitary conference -
yellow fever 12 nations located in Mediterraneen basin
participate -- starting point is set,
but no M international action
1859 Paris
2nd conference no agreement on international action
1365 Paris health problems as acute, but no
additional coferences effective solutions
1892 Venice conference severe cholera brouht into neasures taken to foretall cholera
Egpt by Meca Pilgrmae epidemics in Middle East
agwncy established to control
sea-born infections -- Egyptian
Sanitary and Quareatine Coutcil
1892 other orgnizations develcp: Sanitary
Cotncils in Egpt, Constantinople,
Tan4ers, Teheran -- at first they are
local health boards -- Eurpe becoms a
ember -- contention between regional. ogs
MA
YR. IDlCATION CAUSE RESULT
1893 Venice
convention
cholera
1902 Pan Aerican
Sanitary Bureau
1903 Paris
conference
progrss of medical science
and sanitary procedure neces-
sitate an international
organization
1907 Paris
1920 Geneva
League of
Nationm
1922 Geneva
League of
Natione
1923 Geneva
L.H.O.
fever and cholera spreading
from Russia thraugh Eastern
Euope
health problems, epidemics,
refugeies in Poland and
Baltic States
efforts to deal wit spreal of cholera
by land
notification of existence of cholera to
other nations of the convention
functioned well -- a4serted the need
for adopting program for regional
needs within the Americas
proposal to create an internationa1
organization to organize epidemic
information and control -- results
in iom Agreement of 1907
creation of Office International
d'aygiene Publique
League of Nations enters in health
work with temorary epidemic com-
mission
Leau of Nations Health Orgaization
emphasis to nations with specific
health problems
Q
YR. LOCATIQN CAUSE RESUIJT
1923 Geneva
L.H.0.
1925 Geneva
L.H.0
1927 Aaericas
Europe
1929 Geneva
L.H.O.
World War II disease, refugees,
poverty
collboation with other internatMioa
health organizations: Int. Labor Office,
Rockefeller Foandation
estaliab d eastern bureau in
Sing-pore, sub-bureau at Melborne
set up network of telegraphic and
radio casanication with ports of
the Far East
Pan American Sanitary Bureau is rep-
resented in the Office Int. d'H. Pub.
lamch first progran of assistance to
individuil countries -- aid to Cina, --
train personnel to deal with epidemics,
quarentines, etc. -- stisly 'f rural
hygiene, housing, health of children
forming of comittees ,#f e=Pert. on
biological standardization, nutrition,
malaria, tuberculosis, syphilis, rabies,
leprosy, cancer, sleeping siakness
work of the Leagse Halth Organizatio
curtailed but not ___
1940 Paris
Of. Iat. d'H Pub.
gives active help to Egyptian Council,
PASBI and to L.H.O. - Int. co-peration
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A P P E N D I X III
EXCERPTS OF THE RULES AND COMPLETE PROGRAM
GOVERNING A COMTETITION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A BUILDING FOR THE
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
Article 1
The World Health Organization, hereinafter referred
to as WHO, in accordance with the decision of the World Health
Assembly on 22 May 1959, hereby opens an architectural compe-
tition for the erection in Geneva (Switzerland) of a building
to house the Secretariat services of WHO and to provide also
conference rooms for its Executive Board and for the various
committees which meet at WHO Headquarters.
Article-1"{
For the purposes of assisting the Director General in
the choice of the designs, a jury of seven members shall be
constituted as follows:
1. Mr. Sven Gottfrid MARKELIUS, Architect, Stockholm,
Sweden
2. Mr. Gio PONTI, Architect, Milan, Italy
3. Sir Howard ROBERTSON, Architect, London, England
4. The Secretary-General of the International Union
of Architects, Paris,
France
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5. The Chairman of WHO's Executive Board
6. The Conseiller d'Etat, Chief of the Public Works
Department of the Canton of Geneva, Switzerland
7. The Director General of WHO
Article 26
The jury shall select the designs for which awards are
to be made and shall determine the order of merit, The
awards to be made shall be as follows:
the first prize consisting of the granting, in principle,
of the execution of the design;
a second prize of Sw.fr. 25, 000;
a third prize of Sw.fr. 15, 000.
Article 28
The author of the design to which the first prize is
awarded shall, in principle, be entrusted with the execution
of the design. The execution of the chosen design, or any
modification of it, shall be governed by the tems of a con-
tract to be established between WHO and the author
If WHO should not proceed with the execution of the
design awarded the first prize or if, before the preparation
of the work plans, WHO should consider it impossible to cone
tinue negotiations with the author of the said design, the latter
shall receive a total sum of Sw.fr. 75,000 as sole compensation
and shall have no further recourse.
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33 places at the central table
36 places at the side tables
75 places for representatives of international
organizations, members of the Secretariat, etc.
65 places for the press
100 places for the public
9 cabins for simultaneous interpretations, regi-
stration of speeches, television and film
photographers, etc.
The glass-fronted cabins must be raised at least
50 cm from the floor of the chamber, Access to
each cabin (measuring about 2 x 2 m) must be
from a separate corridor outside the chamber.
(b) Committee rooms
(1) One room of about . . . . . . . . . . . 140 m2
(2) Three rooms of about 100 m2 .,...... 300 m 2
The four committee rooms will each have an adja"
cent office measuring about 20 m and a small
cloakroom measuring about
10 m ............... 120m 2  m2
(C) Offices 0
The total surface for offices, excluding
those mentioned under (d) to (g) below,
is to be about.... . . . . . . . . 10 900 m2
This area is to include about 220 mi2
for the suites of the Director
General and the Deputy Director
(each suite comprising one large
office, two standard offices,
and one waiting room), and
about . . * . . * . . . . 320 m
for the suites of the four
Assistant Directors General
(each suite comprising one
large office, one standard
office, and one waiting room)
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making a total of about . . . , . *
which leaves about . . .
Movable partitions are to be provided to the
maximum possible extent.
The conference rooms and offices must be lit
by natural daylight.
(d) librar
(1) Three reading rooms of about 2
275 m ,
60 Mi= and 60 M2 respectively . . 95 M2
(2) Offices for the library
services 4 , . . . . . . 4 - . . . 0m
(3) Museum room . , , , . . . 150 M2
(4) Storeroom for books = M2
540 m2
10 360 m2
1 650 m2
(e) Geneal services
(1) Stenographic servics 600 m2
(2) Documents service:
(1) reproduction 375 m2
(11) maintenance
and distribution |m 535 m2
(3) Services for the regi-
stration and dispatch of
mail and internal distri-
button 440 m
(4) Archives service:
(t) current archives 75 m2
(it) reserves Jgim2  200 m 2
(5) Storeroom for
documents . . . . .. .. . . . 0 m2 2875 m2
( f) Informaion servI ce
(1) Press room
(2) Radio and television
studio
(3) Documents room 260 m2* 9 . 0 , . 60 m2
Other services and premises
(1) Bank . , , , . , . .
(2) Post office . . . . . .
(3) Telephone exchange
(including accumulators
(4) Travel agency . . .
(5) Medical service , . .
(6) Two rest rooms for
Secretariat personnel .
(7) Rooms for Staff Committee
activities .
(8) Cafeteria-restaurant,
reception hall, offices,
kitchens, etc.
(9) Workshops . .
(10) Premises for photograph,
photocopy services, etc.
(11) Three specsal fir-proof rooms
about 60 m", 40 m and 20
respectively, for the storing of
films, valuable documents, etc.
(12) Quarters for cleaning services
(one per floor) about 10 m2 . .
(13) Dressing rooms and shower-bathe
for messengers, technical
personnel, cleaners, etc.
(h) Storage. etc.
Various (for office material, etc.) I
120 m2
100 m2
200 m2 1 900 m2
100 M2
(g)
100 m2
100 m2
. 9 .0
. 9 ,
. , .9
9 . .0
a a a
. . .9
. . .0
a a .a
. . ,a
. a S
40 m2
80 M2
100 M2
60 m2
100 M2
120 m2
Br280 m2
450 M2
230 m2
220 m2
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Premises for heating, ventilating 2
and electrical installations, etc, 360 m2  IAQQ m
TOTAL - 20 605 m2
Distribution of offices and other
accommpation throu-out the building
(a) Offices
The suites of the Director General and the Deputy General
should be side by side.
The suites of the Assistant Directors General should
be distributed over various floors.
(b) Library
The reading rooms and offices should be preferably on the
ground floor, and the book reserves above or below them,
the two sectors being linked by a small staircase and
a small book-lift.
(c) General services
The distribution should be as follows:
(1) Stenographic services: on one of the floors;
(2) Documents services: ground floor or basement;
(3) Service for the registration and dispatch
of mail, and internal distribution ground
floor, next to Post Office;
(4) Archives service:
current archivest ground or some other floor;
reserves: basement;
(5) Storeroom for documents: basement, if possible
underneath the documents service and communica-
ting with it by a small staircase and small
goods-lift.
(d) Information service
(1) Press room and telephone boxes: ground floor;
(2) Radio and television studio: ground floor or
a higher floor;
(3) Documentation room: ground floor next to press room,
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(e) Other services and accommodation
(1) Bank ground floor
(2) Post Office
(3) Telephone exchange
(4) Travel agency
(5) Medical service on one of the other floors
(6) Rest rooms a a i
(7) Rooms for Staff Committee activities "
(8) Cafeteria-restaurant, etc.: top floor or terrace;
(9') Workshipst basement or ground floor;
(10) Photographic services, ete: basement or ground floor,
near library and documents
service;
(11) Special fire-proof rooms: basement;
(12) Service rooms for cleaners: one per floor;
(13) Dressing rooms and shower-baths: basement.
&) Storage: basement
Heating and airconditioning installations, etc*: basement,
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A P P E N D I X IV
THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE BUILDING CODE OF GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
AND THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION'S COMPETITION REGULATIONS,
1. The building must be erected at a certain distance from
the limits of the site (road), this distance to be equal
to at least 3/5 of the height of the building.
(Building Code of Geneva)
2. Ancillary services such as toilets and showers can be
situated inside the building without the benefit of
daylight provided that they are equipped with an of-
ficacious ventilation system.
(Building Code of Geneva)
3. The height limit for any building on this site is
490 m above sea level (1,607.59 feet).
(Building Code of Geneva)
4. A standard office should cover an area of about 18 m2
201.68 sq. ft.) sufficiently wide to permit two officials
to sit face to face near the window, their respective
desks being 85 cm (33.46 inches) deep. Competitors
should propose a module which will make it possible
to establish offices of various dimensions, the smallest
having a surface of 10-12 m2 (107.6 and 129 sq. ft.).
(WHO Competition Regulations)
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5. The number of these offices and their size will be
determined when the final plans are prepared; movable
partitions are to be provided to the maximum possible
extent so that the distribution of the offices can
be changed. at any time.
(WHO Competition Regulations)
6. The glass-fronted cabins for simultaneous interpretation
must be raised at least 50 cm (19.68 inches) from the
floor of the chamber, Access to each cabin (measuring
about 2 x 2 m) (6,56 x 6.56 feet) must be from a separ-
ate corridor outside the chamber,
(WHO Competition Regulations)
7T. The four committee rooms should be located, in so far
as possible, in the middle of the office block, each on
a different floor.
(WHO Competition Regulations)
8. The conference rooms and offices must be lit by natural day-
light.
(WHO Competition Regulations)
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A P P E N D I X V
COMPETITION RESULTS
L'Organisation Mondiale de la Sant4 avait
organis6 un concours international restreint
pour l'6dification de son siege 6 Geneve. Quinze
architectes, choisis dans divers pays par un
groupe de cinq experts, avaient 6t4 invites a
y participer : MM. G.A. Bernasconi, A. Fiocchi
et M. Nizzoli, Milan; Ir. J.H. Von den Broek
et Bakemo, Rotterdam; J. Dubuisson, Paris;
Guergi, Gradov, Moscou; Hoefeli, Moser et
Steiger, Zurich ; Hentrich et Petschnigg, Dussel-
dorf; Arne Jacobsen, Klampenborg; Raymond
Lopez, Paris ; A.E. Reidy, Rio de Janeiro; Viljo
Revell, Helsinki ; Eero Soarinen, Bloomfield
Hills, Etats-Unis; Hugh Stubbins, Cambridge,
Etats-Unis ; Kenzo Tange, Tokyo ; Jean Tschumi,
Lausanne ; Yorke, Rosenberg et Mordall,
Londres.
Le concours, anonyme et 6 un seul degr&,
avait pour objet l'4dificotion, 6 Geneve, d'un
b6timent devant abriter les services du Secr4-
toriat de l'O.M.S. et comportant en outre des
salles de riunion pour son Conseil et pour ses
divers comit~s. Cet 6difice, pr6cisait le pro-
gramme, bien que destin6 a obriter des bureaux
et des salles de travail, devoit avoir un a coroc-
tere repr6sentatif P, tenant compte de l'impor-
tance du r6le de I'O.M.S. en tant que grande
institution sp6cialis~e des Nations Unies. 11 de-
voit 6tre congu < ovec le souci de faciliter le
fonctionnement rationnel * des organes aux-
quels il 6tait destine, et dviter des frais de
construction hors de proportion ovec la destina-
tion du b6timent. Une mention particuliere
dtait faite 6 la n6cessit4, 4vidente, d'une implan-
tation harmonieuse de '6difice dons le site. L6
r~sidait une des difficult~s majeures du con-
cours. En effet, le terrain sur lequel doit etre
6difi6 le nouveau siege de I'O.M.S. est situe
au Nord-Est de Geneve (sur le territoire de ta
commune de Pringz), 6 environ 750 m. du
Palais des Nations. Il mesure 5 6 6 hectares.
Logerement vallonn6, il comporte, en p6ripharie,
quelques beaux groupes d'arbres. Une importante
voie de desserte est pr~vue au Nord du terrain.
On jouit de tres belles vues sur le massif du
Mont-Blanc et sur le Saleve, au Sud et au Sud-
Ouest ; sur le Jura au Nord et des qu'on. s'elevc
au-dessus du sol naturel, sur le lac au Sud-Est.
Mais l'&difice ne devait pas seulement s'in-
t6grer dons le site ; les concurrents ne pou-
vaient pas ne pas se soucier de l'inscription
du b6timent projetd dons le a paysage a g6ne-
vois et, notamment de la vue que l'on en a de
la rive meridionale du lac. Outre la configura-
tion du terrain, les plantations existantes, les
vues, les acces, un facteur 6 ne pas n6gliger
dtait l'existence de vents froids soufflant du
Nord-Est.
Le programme indiquait avec une grande
prcision les locaux 6 pr~voir, avec leurs sur-
faces approximatives, et demandait que des
modifications dons la rapartition des bureaux
puissent atre opportes 6 tout moment; il si-
gnalait, en outre, que le b6timent devait atre
conqu de maniere 6 permettre son extension
future. Enfin, un parc de stationnement pour
600 voitures et un garage couvert pour 150 bi-
cyclettes 6taient demandas.
CONCOURS INTERNATIONAL DE LORGANISATION MONOIALE DE LA SANT
2. Premier Prix : Projet do M. Joan Tschumi,
s 3. Troisiimne Prix : Projet de M. Jean Dubuis-
son, France.
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CONCUIRS DE L'ORGANISATION
M 0 N IIA LE 1E LA S A NTlI ( S IIT E)
Cependant, en r6ponse a une w question , les
organisateurs avaient prcis6 que le credit glo-
bal disponible, englobant les frais de construc-
tion et d'6quipement du b6timent, l'omenage-
ment des abords, les honoraires, etc., ne devait
exc6der 40 millions de francs suisses.
Le jury s'est r~uni du 25 au 28 avril dernier.
Place sous la prisidence de M. G. Candau,
directeur g~ndrol de l'O.M.S., il etait compos6
des architectes : Sven Morkelius, Suede ; Gio
Ponti, Italie ; Sir Howard Robertson, Angleterre
Pierre Vago, secr~taire g6n&rol de l'U.I.A. et
de M. le professeur E. Aujoleu, pr6sident du
Conseil executif de l'O.M.S. ; Jean Dutoit,
Conseiller d'Etat, chef du D6partement des
Travaux publics du canton de Geneve.
Le jury a estime qu'aucun des projets presen-
tes ne pouvait 6tre propos4 pour execution,
sans que certaines modifications y soient appor-
tees ; ces modifications paraissent, en effet, 1
indispensables pour tenir compte de certaines -
considerations qui n'avaient pas t explicite- 9
ment indiqu~es dons le programme, mais aux-
quelles les orgonisateurs attachaient une grande
importance. D'un outre cot6, les cr6dits dispo-
nibles ayant 6t6 fix6s, determinaient un plafond
impbratif, alors que le programme ne demandait
pas la production de devis estimatif. Desireux
de donner rapidement une suite effective au
concours, les organisateurs, a juste raison, te-
naient a ne pas s'engoger sur un projet avant
que son prix de revient ait pu 6tre clairement
6tabli.
En cons~quence, le jury a recommand4 au
Directeur gan6ral de demander a l'auteur du
projet class6 premier d'6tudier, en liaison avec
ses services, la possiblit6 d'apporter a son pro-
let les modifications permettant de repondre 6
toutes les objections et recommandotions for-
mulaes par le jury dons son rapport technique,
3 et de r6oliser le projet ainsi remani6 dons la
limite des cradits disponibles.
Apr~s plusieurs examens et d6lib6rations et
Line visite du terrain, les prix suivants ant 6te
decernes
Premier prix : Jean Tschumi, Suisse.
Deuxi6me prix Eero Saarinen, Etots-Unis.
Troisieme prix: Jean Dubuisson, France.
En outre, une mention a at6 attribu6e, 6
l'unonimith, au projet de M. Viljo Revell (Fin-
ande).
2. Deuxieme Prix : Ecro Soarinen, Etats-Unis.
3. Mention : Projet de Viljo Rewell (Finlande). 4. Projet
}, de MM. Hentrich et Petschnigg (Allemagne).
( Architecture d'aujoudhui 5/ 1960
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